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Abstract—The stiffness of the environment with which we come in contact is the local derivative of a force field. The boundary of an

elastic field is a singular region where local stiffness is ill defined. We found that subjects interacting with delayed force fields tend to

underestimate stiffness if they do not move across the boundary. In contrast, they tend to overestimate stiffness when they move

across the elastic field boundary. We propose a unifying computational model of stiffness perception based on an active process that

combines the concurrent operations of a force and of a position control system.

Index Terms—Human factors, human information processing, telemanipulation, control theory, neuroscience, perception and

psychophysics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IDEALLY, in bilateral teleoperation, the operator holds a
master robot that determines the motion of a remote slave

robot and continuously receives instantaneous force feed-
back. Accurate feedback with negligible delay can consider-
ably improve the performance [1], [2], [3], [4]. However, due
to the distance between master and slave and limits in
information rate and propagation velocity, the force feedback
incurs some unavoidable—and often significant—delays.
The delay may cause instability and distortion in the
perception of the mechanical properties of the manipulated
object.

Stiffness perception and discrimination have been in-
vestigated under various conditions. Stiffness discrimina-
tion has been studied in human subjects by using a
contralateral limb-matching procedure [5]. The discrimina-
tion thresholds for compliant objects have also been
explored [6], [7]. Some studies have shown that vision [8]
and arm configuration [9] can alter the perception of
stiffness. Other studies have evaluated the effect of using
rigid tools or constraining the manual exploration process
by using probes on the perception of softness [10] and on
haptic identification [11]. However, only recently has there
been a realization of the importance of the effect of delay.

While stability and transparency of teleoperation sys-
tems have been studied extensively [1], [12], [13], human
haptic perception of delayed environments has received
relatively little attention. In a recent study, the just notice-
able difference (JND) of time delay was determined [14],
but the influence of the delay on the perception of stiffness
was not addressed.

Fig. 11 illustrates the probing of a springlike field (SLF) in
the force-position domain. An SLF is a position-dependent
force field, which has the mechanical properties of a one-
sided spring, i.e., the applied force is proportional to the
penetration into the field (Fig. 2b). The ratio between the
applied force and penetration is the stiffness of such a field.
In the nondelayed case, the trajectory is a straight line
(Fig. 1a). Introducing delay into the system causes this
trajectory to become elliptical (Fig. 1b), i.e., force is no
longer a single-valued function of position. During this
movement, the local stiffness is sometimes lower and at
other times higher than the nondelayed stiffness. Therefore,
without a detailed model of human stiffness perception, it is
not possible to predict whether the perception of stiffness
will change with delay and in which direction.

In a recent study, Pressmann et al. [15], [16], [17]
explored the perception of delayed stiffness when a subject
interacts with virtual elastic force fields, emulated by a
robotic manipulandum. In these studies, it was found that
subjects overestimate delayed stiffness and that overestima-
tion increases monotonically with increasing delay. Several
candidate models were suggested to account for the
subjects’ answers, including models of global and local
stiffness (i.e., global or local regression of force over
position (FOP) data), as well as models using force and
position measurements at distinct time instances. In these
studies, Pressmann et al. [16] ruled out the global regression
of FOP model for a springlike force field with a boundary.
The subjects of their study overestimated delayed stiffness
even if the delay was nonzero only on the way into or out of
the force field; thus, local regression models based on
partial information acquired on the way into or out of the
force field were ruled out.

In the current study, we set out to explore the generality
of the above results and extended the experiments to
address the effect of boundary crossing. The boundary of a
linear SLF, such as the one described in Figs. 1 and 2b is a
region where stiffness is ill defined, i.e., the derivative of the
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force/position relation exhibits a sudden transition from
zero to a nonzero value, and at the transition point, it has
different values along different directions. The movements
depicted in Fig. 1 both started and ended outside the SLF’s
boundary. We designate such movement as “probing a field
with boundary crossing.” Studying the perception of
stiffness without such boundary is important theoretically
and practically. Advanced analysis and design tools for
teleoperation systems are based on linear system descrip-
tion tools. These techniques can be easily employed for
developing a theory of teleoperation with linear boundary-
less springs. To illustrate the practical notion of probing
without boundary crossing, one can envision situations in
telesurgery and telerehabilitation where the physician
needs to probe a tissue or a limb while remaining inside
the tissue or in contact with the limb. This could be the case,
for example, in abdominal palpation performed by a doctor
during physical examination or spasticity examination
while holding the limb and moving it back and forth. To
the best of our knowledge, there have been no studies to
date on the perception of delayed stiffness without access
to the boundary.

Surprisingly, we found that the absence of access to such
boundary consistently reversed the perception of stiffness
in the presence of force feedback delays, i.e., delayed elastic
stiffness tends to be underestimated. We show here that this
apparently irregular effect of a boundary can be accounted
for by computational models that consider stiffness estima-
tion as a regression process in the context of a control
system that regulates 1) the force at the transition between
free space and an elastic field and 2) the position when
estimating stiffness within a homogenous field. In the first
case, the estimation is based on the regression of position as
a dependent variable (the output of admittance). In contrast,
when the boundary is not present, stiffness appears to be
estimated by a regression process in which force is the
dependent variable (the output of impedance). A simple
convex combination of these two processes successfully
captures the subjects’ performances in a variety of probing
and force-delay conditions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, the experimental setup, apparatus, and data
analysis techniques are described. Then, in Section 3, the

experimental results are reported along with ranking of
computational models by their ability to predict the
subjects’ responses. Finally, the possible interpretations
and implications of these results are discussed in Section 4.

2 METHODS

2.1 Subjects, Apparatus, and Protocol

Thirty subjects participated in the experiments after signing
the informed consent form as stipulated by the local
Helsinki Committee. A seated subject held, with his/her
dominant hand, the handle of PHANTOM Desktop haptic
device, with the wrist resting on the table. The subject
looked at a projection glass of a Reachin virtual reality
system, placed horizontally above the hand (Fig. 2a), on
which was displayed, in full-screen width, a virtual SLF as
blue or red square. An opaque screen was fixed under the
glass to prevent visual information about hand position.
Hand position was sampled through digital encoders in the
haptic device at 100 Hz, and this information was used
online to calculate the force feedback, which was inter-
polated and rendered at 1 kHz.

To investigate subjective stiffness perception, a forced-
choice paradigm was used: in each trial, subjects were
presented with two virtual SLFs and were asked to choose
which one of them was stiffer by probing both fields
without time limits. One of the fields—the “reference
field”—had always a stiffness of 175 N/m, and its force
feedback was never delayed. The other—the “stimulus
field”—had stiffness varying in the different trials between
10 different equally spaced stiffness levels in the range of
85-265 N/m. The force feedback of the stimulus field was
delayed by 50 ms in half of the trials. We chose this delay
because it represents “median” delay [13], i.e., large enough
to be significant at typical probing velocities and, therefore,
to allow clearly observable distortion effects but small
enough to maintain the perception of the SLF. Each pair of
reference and stimulus fields was considered as a “single
trial.” The subjects performed 20 training trials and 200 test
trials. Only the test trials were analyzed. Subjects were
never provided with feedback about their answers. Subjects
received only partial visual feedback of the probing hand
location: the position of the handle in the y, z plane was
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Fig. 1. Perception of delayed stiffness in a bilateral (force-reflecting)
teleoperation—force-position trajectory in contact with an SLF without
(a) and with (b) delay. Arrows denote travel direction. In the case of a
delayed SLF (b), the operator first penetrates the field without force
feedback, and only after the delay does the force increase gradually. As
the operator reverses the movement direction, the force continues to
increase for the duration of the delay and then decreases. The horizontal
line denotes the position of the boundary. In both trajectories, the
probing movement begins and ends outside the field. We designate
such movement as “probing an SLF with boundary crossing.”

Fig. 2. Experimental setup: (a) The subject and the virtual reality system.
(b) The emulated SLF—a position-dependent force field, which has the
mechanical properties of a one-sided spring, i.e., the applied force is
proportional to the penetration into the field. Shaded area represents the
SLF, and arrows represent the force field vectors. The force field is
independent of the z coordinate.



indicated by a white line, perpendicular to the SLF
boundary. Thus, there was no visual feedback along the
x-axis direction—the probing direction. To limit the varia-
bility of arm and hand posture while probing different
fields, subjects were instructed to make probing movements
while maintaining the white line in a fixed position.
Subjects were free to switch between the fields as often as
they wished and to probe each SLF for as long as they
wished. To switch between the two SLFs, subjects had to
press a virtual button located below the working area, at
x ¼ xi. Once they felt ready, they were asked to state which
field was stiffer by pressing an appropriate button with the
free nonprobing hand.

Subjects were instructed to make rapid probing move-
ments and to keep the hand in motion while inside the SLF.
To avoid force saturation, subjects were asked to generate
only short movements into the field, and an auditory cue
was sounded at the maximum allowed level of penetration
(2.5 cm). After a short practice (during training trials),
subjects learned to make short movements and to avoid this
(intentionally annoying) auditory cue in most of the trials.

Experiment 1—Delayed stiffness without access to the
SLF boundary. Ten subjects participated in this experiment.
One subject did not complete the experiment due to technical
reasons, and one subject was excluded from the analysis
since he had less than 70 percent success in nondelayed
trials. We calculated the force feedback exerted by the haptic
device with the aim to emulate an SLF according to
F ðtÞ ¼ �Kðxðt��tÞ � x0nÞ, where K is the stiffness level,
�t is the delay, and x0n is the field’s boundary, always
unreachable, i.e., xðtÞ > x0n 8t. This ensured that the sub-
ject’s hand remained inside the SLF and away from the
boundary during the entire probing session in both delayed
and nondelayed force fields. Accordingly, subjects always
felt some nonzero force. This experimental setup is equiva-
lent to probing stiffness while always maintaining contact
with the probed object, similarly to abdominal palpation
performed by a doctor during physical examination. To
prevent discontinuity in the exerted force at the point of
switching, the locations of the boundaries, x0n, were
calculated such that �Kðxi � x0nÞ ¼ Fi ¼ �1:06N . Subjects
switched between the SLFs by pressing a virtual button
located at xi; therefore, they remained at the point of
switching for more than 50 ms and felt a force of 1.06 N,
regardless of the stiffness level or the delay of the SLF.

Experiment 2—Delayed stiffness with access to the SLF
boundary. Twenty subjects participated in this experiment.
Four subjects were excluded from the analysis: two who
had less than 70 percent success at the nondelayed trials,
one who reported a change in the interpretation of stiffness,
and one who did not follow the instructions and reported
that due to the strange nature of some objects she made
very slow probing movements, thereby eliminating the
influence of delay. We calculated the force feedback exerted
by the haptic device according to F ðtÞ¼�Kðxðt��tÞ � x0Þ
when x < x0, and 0 otherwise, where x0 is the SLF
boundary. The SLF boundary was accessible in this
experiment in both delayed and nondelayed force fields;
subjects were free to probe the SLF with or without crossing
the field’s boundary according to their preferred probing
strategy.

2.2 Data Analysis

2.2.1 Psychometric Curve

The psychometric curve is a common method of quantify-
ing a subject’s performance in a psychophysical task. It
relates an observer’s performance to an independent
variable, usually quantifying some physical property of a
stimulus [18]. The general form of the psychometric
function is

 ðx; �; �; �; �Þ ¼ � þ ð1� � � �ÞF ðx; �; �Þ; ð1Þ

where x is the physical property of the stimulus. The shape of

the curve is determined by the parameters ½�; �; �; �� and the

choice of a two-parameter function F , typically a sigmoid

function. We used the psignifit toolbox version 2.5.6 for

Matlab [18] to fit the psychometric curves and found

confidence intervals by the bias-corrected and accelerated

ðBCaÞ bootstrap method described in [19].
We derived the psychometric function by estimating the

subject’s probability to answer “stimulus is stiffer” as a

function of the actual difference �K ¼ Kstim �Kref , where

Kstim is the stiffness of the stimulus field and Kref is the

stiffness of the reference field. This probability was

calculated from the subject’s answers according to

P ð�KÞ ¼

PNð�KÞ
n¼1

A½n�

Nð�KÞ A½n� ¼ 1 stimulus stiffer
0 reference stiffer;

�
ð2Þ

where A½n� is a binary representation of the subject’s

answer, and Nð�KÞ is the total number of trials with the

given stiffness difference �K.

2.2.2 Point of Subjective Equality and Just Noticeable

Difference

After fitting the psychometric curve, we used the 0.5 thresh-

old value to find the point of subjective equality (PSE),

indicating the stiffness difference that was perceived to be

zero. When the subject could not discriminate between the

fields, the probability to answer that the stimulus has higher

level of stiffness is 0.5. Following [18] and assuming that F

describes the psychological mechanism of decision, and �

and � are stimulus-independent error rates, we used

F�1ð0:5Þ to estimate the PSE. Our expectation was to observe

zero PSE values for the curves derived from nondelayed

trials. For delayed trials, the whole curve was expected to

shift. A positive PSE value implies underestimation of

delayed stiffness, since the delayed and nondelayed fields

were perceived equal when the actual difference between

their stiffness levels was positive. Similarly, negative PSE

value implies overestimation of delayed stiffness (see

below).
We used the 0.75 and 0.25 threshold values to calculate

the JND for each subject according to

JND ¼ F
�1ð0:75Þ � F�1ð0:25Þ

2
ð3Þ

(as in [20] and [21]) and used these values to compare the

effect of delay between different subjects.
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2.2.3 Stiffness Perception Models

The data collected comprise the trajectories in the force-
position plane, i.e., each subject’s hand position and force
exerted by the haptic device. We considered three computa-
tional models that use this information to estimate the
stiffness of SLFs and assessed their ability to predict
subjects’ answer to the question: “Which SLF is stiffer?”
We calculated each model’s prediction of the subject’s
answer according to the sign of the difference between
estimations of reference and stimulus stiffness levels,
K̂ref ½n� and K̂stim½n�, respectively, and calculated the total
score according to

S ¼

PNdelayed

n¼1

S½n�

Ndelayed
; S½n� ¼ 1 Â½n� ¼ A½n�

0 Â½n� 6¼ A½n�

(

Â½n� ¼
1 K̂stim½n� � K̂ref ½n� > 0

0 K̂stim½n� � K̂ref ½n� < 0;

( ð4Þ

where Ndelayed is the total number of delayed trials, A½n� is
the subject’s answer in trial n (see (2)). This score represents
the model’s probability to agree with the subject’s answers.
Since all three models yielded correct estimation of
nondelayed stiffness, we used trials with delayed stimulus
to calculate the models’ scores for each subject and
experiment.

In addition to this score, we used Â½n� to fit psychometric
curves representing each model’s predictions. Based on
these psychometric curves, we calculated PSE values of the
models’ prediction ðPSEmÞ and compared these values to
the PSE values of the subjects’ answers ðPSEsÞ by calculat-
ing linear regression parameters for the regression of PSEm

over PSEs. A model that perfectly predicts subjects’ PSE is
expected to yield a regression line with slope of one and
zero intersection.

We interpolated the trajectories in the force-position
plane and fitted a regression line. Then, we used the slope
of the fitted line as an estimate of stiffness. The outcome
of this estimation strongly depends on the choice of
dependent and independent variables (Fig. 3). These two
estimation strategies are identical when the measured
points all fall on a straight line, see e.g., [22] and [23]. In

the case of delayed SLF, the predicted estimations

according to these two models are different (Fig. 3).
We tested the following models:

. Model 1 (FOP). The parameters of F ¼ bx were
fitted to the force/position data, and then the slope
was used as an estimate of stiffness K̂FP ¼ b.

. Model 2 [Position Over Force (POF)]. The
parameters ofx ¼ bF were fitted, and then the inverse
of the slope was used as an estimate of stiffness
K̂PF ¼ 1=b.

. Model 3 (Combined). The proportion of movements
with boundary crossing � was calculated for each
trial and used to derive the combined estimation

K̂comb ¼ ð1� �ÞK̂FP þ �K̂PF : ð5Þ

Note that the parameter � is not fitted but obtained

directly from the boundary crossing ratio. We calculated

the boundary crossing ratio, �, as the fraction of probing

movements completed outside the force field. Fig. 4c

illustrates four consecutive probing movements of a

subject from Experiment 2; two probing movements were
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Fig. 3. Regression line fitted to a force-position trajectory of a subject
from Experiment 2. (a) The position is the independent variable, and
force is the dependent variable. The regression line is fitted by
minimizing the sum of the square force errors. (b) The force is the
independent variable, and position is the dependent variable. The
regression line is fitted by minimizing the sum of the square position
errors.

Fig. 4. Examples of subjects’ trajectories in 3D from (a) Experiment 1
and (b) Experiment 2. The shaded volume represents the elastic field. In
both cases, subjects made several probing movements along the x-axis,
and one movement along z-axis, intended to press a virtual button (not
shown) to switch between reference and stimulus fields. Subjects
probed the field with approximately 1D movements along the x-axis, as
were requested. In (a), the boundary is unreachable, and all move-
ments, including the switching movements, are inside the field. In (b),
the subject made probing movements with a boundary crossing, and
therefore, part of the movement is outside the elastic field (i.e., outside
the shaded area). Nevertheless, the length of the penetration into the
field is similar for these two subjects (the grid is 1 cm in all planes). In (c),
an example of four consecutive probing movements of subject from
Experiment 2 is depicted as a function of time. Probing movements were
identified according to reversal points (gray (blue) circles).



completed outside the force field, and two inside; there-
fore, � is exactly 0.5. We first identified each probing
movement according to local maxima of the trajectory
(reversal points—gray (blue) circles in Fig. 4c). A probing
movement was designated as “completed outside” if the
subject left the force field at least once before the next
reversal point. Then, � was calculated according to

� ¼ Ncompleted outside=Nprobing movements: ð6Þ

The reason for selecting this model and its possible meaning
are further discussed in the following sections. Two
additional models were tested and yielded inferior results;
therefore, we defer their description to Appendix A, in which
they are compared to the three models described above.

3 RESULTS

All subjects reported that they felt confident about their
answers in most of the trials. A detailed examination of the
position trajectories revealed that all subjects made move-
ments with similar penetration into the SLF, i.e., 1.3�0.5 cm
(mean � standard deviation), which is sufficient for
collecting information and making decisions about stiffness
(Fig. 4). From the psychometric curves fitted to subjects’
responses, we found JND for stiffness discrimination in our

experiment to be 18 � 11 N/m and 23 � 12 N/m (mean �
standard deviation) for the nondelayed and delayed trials,
respectively. The delayed JNDs were statistically signifi-
cantly higher than nondelayed JNDs (paired t-test t23 ¼ 3:3,
p ¼ 0:003); however, the increase was not large (27 percent).
The PSE in delayed trials of all subjects that demonstrated
significant change in the perception of delayed stiffness
(20 out of 24 subjects) was larger in magnitude than the
mean nondelayed JND. For 18 out of these 20 subjects, the
PSE was larger than the subject’s individual nondelayed
JND. Therefore, the effect of delay, when such was
observed, was above the discrimination threshold. See
Appendix B for more details regarding the JND analysis.

3.1 Underestimation of Delayed Stiffness without
Boundary

In Experiment 1, we found that all subjects underestimated
delayed stiffness when probing fields without access to the
fields’ boundary (Figs. 5a and 5c). This finding was rather
surprising, as it seems to contradict previous studies in
which delayed stiffness was overestimated [15], [16], [17]. In
Experiment 2, seven subjects overestimated the delayed
stiffness, five subjects underestimated it, and four subjects
showed no significant change in the perception of delayed
stiffness (Figs. 5b and 5d). As described in Section 3.2, we
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Fig. 5. Psychometric curves of typical subjects: the curve fitted to trials with delay is shifted to the right (a), depicting underestimation of the stiffness
of delayed SLF without boundary crossing in the first experiment, whereas the curve fitted to trials with delay is shifted to the left (b), depicting
overestimation of the stiffness of delayed SLF with boundary crossing in the second experiment. The horizontal bar shows 95 percent confidence
interval for the PSE. Positive PSE indicates underestimation, negative PSE indicates overestimation, and PSE value not significantly different from
zero indicates correct estimation of stiffness (see text for further details). PSE values (bars) and 95 percent confidence intervals (error bars) of PSE
estimation from psychometric curves fitted to subjects’ answers from Experiment 1—delayed stiffness with unreachable boundary (c) and
Experiment 2—delayed stiffness with a boundary that can be reached (d). Overestimation and underestimation were observed, since not all subjects
in Experiment 2 crossed the boundary. See Section 3.2 for detailed explanation of our claim about boundary crossing.



believe that the nonconsistent results of Experiment 2 were
due to the fraction of movements with boundary crossing.

3.2 Proportion of Movements with Boundary
Crossing Influences Subjects’ Perception of
Delayed Stiffness

Fig. 6a depicts the trajectories in a trial of Experiment 2, in
which subject underestimated the delayed stiffness. This
subject spent most of the probing time inside the field, and
his trajectory resembles the trajectory of a subject from
Experiment 1, depicted in Fig. 6b. Therefore, he had little
information about the boundary of the field. This observation
is in contrast with a trajectory of a subject from Experiment 2,
who overestimated delayed stiffness, depicted in Fig. 6c. This
subject probed the SLF with a boundary crossing at every
probing movement. We found that subjects who under-
estimated the delayed stiffness spent most of the probing
time inside the field and almost never crossed the boundary.
This observation led us to hypothesize that subjects who
obtained little information about the boundary used the
same estimation strategy as subjects in Experiment 1 where
the boundary was not reachable. To test the hypothesis that

underestimation of delayed stiffness is consistent with a low
fraction of movements with boundary crossing, we calcu-
lated this fraction, trial by trial, for each subject. All subjects
(from both experiments) were assigned to three groups
according to their perception of delayed SLF: underestima-
tion, no change in perception, or overestimation of delayed
stiffness. The difference in probing strategy between these
three groups was significant (one-way ANOVA F ¼ 900,
p < 0:0001), as depicted in Fig. 6d. When we repeated this
analysis solely with subjects from Experiment 2, we observed
a similar effect, and the difference was significant (one-way
ANOVA F ¼ 135, p < 0:0001). According to this analysis,
subjects can be classified as subjects who did or did not cross
the fields’ boundary and, therefore, overestimated or under-
estimated delayed stiffness, respectively.

3.3 Evaluation of Models for Human Perception of
Delayed Stiffness

All three candidate linear regression models yielded correct

estimation of the stiffness of nondelayed SLFs. In the case of

delayed stiffness, the POF and FOP models yielded different
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Fig. 6. Force-position trajectories of typical subjects. Shaded area represents the SLF. (a) A trajectory of a trial in Experiment 2, where the stiffness
was underestimated. All probing movements in this trial were inside the SLF, with only one boundary crossing, after the subject had finished probing
the field. (b) A trajectory of a trial in Experiment 1, in which all probing movements were completed inside the field, since the boundary was
unreachable. The stiffness of this SLF was underestimated. (c) A trajectory of a trial from Experiment 2, where the stiffness was overestimated. Each
probing movement in this trial included a boundary crossing. (d) Fraction of movements with a boundary crossing of subjects from all experiments.
Each dot is the mean fraction of the group, trial by trial, and the bars represent 95 percent confidence intervals for the estimation of the mean of
fractions (see text for details of statistics).



estimations of the stiffness, either overestimation or under-
estimation, respectively. Fig. 7 depicts the regression lines
that were fitted to a force-position trajectory from Experi-
ment 2 and the nominal stiffness line. It is clear that
estimating the stiffness according to either FOP or POF
model leads to underestimation or overestimation, depend-
ing on the choice of the independent variable. Naturally, the
combined model can yield estimation over the entire range
between the red and the black lines. Examples of psycho-
metric curves fitted to the predictions of a subject’s answers
according to the combined model are presented in Fig. 8,
together with the psychometric curves fitted to the subject’s
answers. The combined model predicted underestimation
(Fig. 8a) or overestimation (Fig. 8b) of delayed stiffness
according to the boundary crossing ratio of the subjects.

The mean scores of models are depicted in Fig. 9. In
Experiment 1, the FOP (regression of FOP) model is
significantly better than the POF model (Student’s t-test,
p < 0:001). In Experiment 2, the POF (regression of POF)
model predicts the subject’s response with higher success
than the FOP model (Student’s t-test, p < 0:001). The
performance of the combined model is at least as good as
the best model for each experiment, without suffering from
overfitting: � is not fitted but directly obtained from
subject’s trajectories according to (6).

The second evaluation method provided similar results.
The slope and intersection pairs of the regression lines fitted
to the FOP, POF, and combined models were {�0.42, 60},
{0.35, �32}, and {0.54, �8}, respectively, indicating that the
combined model was better than the POF and FOP models.

4 DISCUSSION

In this study, we explored the influence of delay on human
perception of stiffness. In earlier studies [15], [16], [17], we
observed overestimation of positively delayed stiffness
(force lags behind position) and underestimation of
negatively delayed stiffness (force leads position). Here,
we examined the role of boundary crossing only for
positively delayed stiffness. In this study, in apparent
contrast to earlier observations [15], [16], [17], we found

that subjects tend to underestimate the stiffness of SLFs
without a boundary crossing when the force feedback is
delayed (i.e., lags behind penetration). However, consis-
tently with previous studies [15], [16], [17], subjects
overestimated the stiffness of an SLF when probing it
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Fig. 7. Example of a trajectory with a delayed SLF and the corresponding
regression lines. It is clear that estimating the stiffness according to
either model 1 or 2 leads to underestimation or overestimation,
depending on the choice of the independent variable. Naturally, the
combined model can yield estimation in the entire range between the red
and the black lines.

Fig. 8. Psychometric curves fitted to a subject’s answers (gray) and to
predictions of the subject’s answers according to the combined model
(black) under delayed (solid) and nondelayed (dashed) conditions for
(a) underestimating subject from Experiment 1 and (b) overestimating
subject from Experiment 2. The model yields perfect discrimination in
nondelayed trials (unlike subjects) and a shift in the psychometric curve
in delayed trials.

Fig. 9. Ranking of models: the symbol represents the mean of the score,

and the error bars represent 95 percent confidence intervals for the

mean, estimated using a t-distribution. Clearly, the combined model is

as good as the best model (FOP and POF) in both experiments.



with sufficient boundary crossing when the force feedback
was delayed. We found that after interacting with SLFs,
subjects tend to underestimate delayed stiffness if most of
probing movements took place inside the SLF, without
crossing its boundary. A model based on a convex
combination between regression of FOP and POF accord-
ing to the relative fraction of probing movements com-
pleted outside and inside the field best predicts the
behavioral results (model 3).

A speculative interpretation of these findings suggests
that the estimation process is directly related to the control
policy that guides the hand. This premise is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 10. When the hand moves in homo-
geneous space, e.g., inside an elastic field, the appropriate
control causality is implemented by a state controller that
attempts to enforce a trajectory of the hand. The environ-
ment is seen as impedance, delivering a force in response to
an imposed motion. In this case, the SLF stiffness is
estimated by regressing sensed force over imposed position.
Conversely, if the hand encounters a boundary, the appro-
priate control causality is implemented by a force controller
that attempts to regulate the interface force. This approach is
particularly safe in the presence of rigid objects. In this case,
the environment is seen as admittance, setting a motion in
response to an imposed force. The corresponding stiffness
estimation strategy is a local regression of POF. This model is
consistent with the existence of a hybrid control system that
combines force and position control policies according to the
demands of the contact with the environment. The idea of
combining independent force and position control was
recently explored by Chib et al. [24] where the errors in
combined motion and force task were predicted by a sum of
the errors in separate force and motion tasks. More recently,
it was suggested that the nervous system switches between
motion and force control in transition from downward
tapping to vertical force production [25].

Stability is an issue of great concern in studies of delayed
teleoperation [1], [12], [13], [26] and delayed haptic displays
[27], [28]. In our experiments, there is a potentially unstable
point near the boundary; however, subjects naturally
stabilized the system by their movements and hand
impedance, in a manner that was sufficient for the purpose
of answering which SLF is stiffer. Therefore, since we did
not observe any signs of instability, we could concentrate on
the perceptual effect of delay.

Decisions are often thought of as a form of statistical
inference [29]. The state of the world is estimated on the basis
of a combination of prior information with sensory inflow
[29], [30] and on information integration from different
sources [31], [32]. A number of studies have suggested
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to describe integra-
tion within [31] and between [32] modalities. According to

the MLE, the brain combines all available cues for a certain
property in a statistically optimal fashion; namely, the
percept is a convex combination of different estimates, and
the weights are determined according to the reliability of
each estimate, e.g., the inverse of its variance [31], [32]. In
Bayesian inference, priors and evidence are combined in a
similar manner, according to their reliability [30]. However,
most of the above studies dealt with combining cues about a
single property, such as height [32] or curvature [31], and not
with the integration of several variables into a single
perception, such as in the case of stiffness, which requires
a combination of force and position cues. Two studies have
explored the integration of visual and haptic information for
perception of compliance [33], [34] and found evidence for
violation of the MLE principle or the independency
assumption when visual and haptic information are com-
bined. However, in our study, we explored perception
through the haptic modality without visual feedback, and
therefore, these results do not necessarily apply. Our
combined model can be interpreted in terms of MLE:
two estimations of stiffness—according to both regression
models—form a convex combination according to their
reliability, and the reliability is determined by the variance
of the appropriate estimation, which is affected by the
weight of the corresponding control module in the control of
probing movement. Consider a discrete description of the
control modules in a single trial, namely, each probing either
includes or does not include boundary crossing and,
therefore, is controlled either with a force or with a position
control module. If, in a certain trial, the subject probed the
force field n times, and k of these probing movements
included a boundary crossing, the boundary crossing ratio is
� ¼ k=n. We assume that the noise in both estimations K̂PF ,
K̂FP is similar, that the variance of both estimations after a
single probing is �2, and that estimation after several
probing movements is the mean of estimations obtained
from each probing movement. Thus, the variance of stiffness
estimation based on k probing movements is �2=k. There-
fore, the combined estimation according to MLE [31], [32] is

K̂comb ¼
n�k
�2

k
�2 þ n�k

�2

K̂FP þ
k
�2

k
�2 þ n�k

�2

K̂PF

¼ n� k
n

K̂FP þ
k

n
K̂PF ;

ð7Þ

which is exactly our combined estimation from (5).
Further studies are required to test this formulation
experimentally and to account for the possible physiolo-
gical mechanism facilitating switching between impedance
and admittance control and the appropriate estimation
mechanism in real time.

In this study, we explained the difference in perception of
delayed stiffness between the experiments and between
subjects according to the boundary crossing ratio. We also
examined the mean forces experienced and the velocity of
probing movements as candidate explanatory variables for
subjects’ answers (see Appendix A), but these were not as
good as the regression-based model in predicting subjects’
answers. However, there were other discrepancies between
the experiments. For example, to enable access to the
boundary in the second experiment, the force field was
located further away from the subject in the second
experiment than in the first experiment, and therefore the
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Fig. 10. Proposed conceptual model of active stiffness perception. When
the hand moves inside a homogeneous elastic field (right), position
control is used, and the stiffness is estimated by FOP regression. When
the hand crosses a boundary (left), force control is used, and the
stiffness is estimated by regression of POF.



configuration of the hand was not identical in the two
experiments. It has been shown that arm configuration [9]
and haptic device location [34] can alter perception. Further
studies are required to explore the influence of arm
configuration. Indeed, even our best model does not explain
variance in the subjects’ answers, and there are many other
factors to consider in future studies. Nevertheless, among all
the tested first-order models (first order in the sense of fitting
one parameter to the data) described in this paper and in
Appendix A, the proposed combined model best accounts
for the subjects’ answers.

Understanding the effect of delay on perception is
expected to contribute to building better teleoperation
systems, in general, and to promote telesurgery and
telerehabilitation, in particular. The fact that the probing
method (with or without crossing the boundary) can
completely alter the perception of delayed stiffness must
be considered in building the successful teleoperation
systems of the future.

APPENDIX A
In this paper, we presented only regression-based models
for the perception of stiffness and suggested that the
boundary crossing ratio can be successfully used to weigh
between FOP and POF regression models, which predict
underestimation and overestimation of delayed stiffness,
respectively, to yield a combined model that accounts for
subjects’ answers. However, additional factors in subjects’
movements are correlated with the boundary crossing ratio
and could therefore be potential explanatory variables for
subjects’ decisions. Therefore, we built additional models
that can account for the results and compared their ability to
predict subjects’ answers with the ability of the regression-
based models. In particular, we searched for physical
variables that were correlated with the extent of behavioral
effect, namely, with the PSE in delayed trials, and
constructed the following two models.

Model A1 (mean-F ). The mean experienced force during
SLF probing is a proxy for stiffness level, i.e., a force field
with a higher level of stiffness will yield a higher mean
experienced force.

Model A2 (RMS-V ). The root mean square (RMS) of
velocity ðV Þ during SLF probing as a proxy for stiffness
level.

Mean models’ scores are depicted in Fig. 11. The RMS-V
model score was around chance level in both experiments.
The mean-F model had scores well above chance level but
worse than our combined model. One can see that the
combined model reported in this paper is also superior
compared to these additional two models.

APPENDIX B
In Section 3 and Fig. 5, we showed the effect of delay on the
perception of delayed stiffness by presenting the PSE of the
psychometric curve fitted to subjects’ responses together
with confidence intervals for PSE estimation. While this is a
statistically correct presentation of parameters estimated
from experimental data, it can be misleading in the sense
that larger confidence intervals might be interpreted as
lower discrimination ability of the subject. However, the
confidence intervals represent the goodness of fit of
the psychometric curve, namely, our uncertainty about the
estimated parameters. While the discrimination ability of the
subject affects uncertainty about estimation of the para-
meters, it is not the only factor that increases uncertainty.
When the effect of delay is large, there are not enough
stimuli levels on one of the sides of the PSE value, and
therefore, the confidence interval for the estimation of PSE is
inflated. This issue is discussed thoroughly in [19]. We wish
to verify that subjects were asked to compare comparable
force fields; the JND statistic provides better assessment of
subjects’ uncertainty and, therefore, is better for that
purpose. The same information is presented in Figs. 12b
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Fig. 11. Ranking of models: the symbol represents the mean of the

score, and the error bars represent 95 percent confidence intervals for

the mean, estimated using a t-distribution. Clearly, the combined model

is better than the other four presented models in both experiments.

Fig. 12. (a) Close-up of the transition region of a typical psychometric

curve depicting the procedure of extracting the PSE ½F�1ð0:5Þ� and the

error bars in planes (b) and (c): the lower bar represents F�1ð0:25Þ and

the upper bar represents F�1ð0:75Þ. (b, c) PSE values (bars) and �JND

(error bars) extracted from psychometric curves fitted to answers of

subjects from Experiment 1—delayed stiffness with an unreachable

boundary (c) and Experiment 2—delayed stiffness with a boundary that

can be reached (d).



and 12c and in Figs. 5c and 5d as in Fig. 12, but the error bars

in Fig. 12 are F�1ð0:25Þ and F�1ð0:75Þ (see (1) for definition

of F ); namely, the error bars are PSE�JND. We clearly see

that although there is a general increase in the JND in the

delayed trials, the increase is not large. For example, subject

8 from Experiment 2 (compare Fig. 5d with Fig. 12c), who

had the largest confidence interval in Fig. 5 and the largest

JND in delayed trials, also had the largest JND in

nondelayed trials. Our main conclusion from this analysis

is that the task of comparing delayed to nondelayed force

fields’ stiffness was indeed reasonable, and subjects’

discrimination ability was not substantially affected.
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